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ALONG THE WAY 
 

 
Transformation 

 
Normally when you see or 
hear the word transfor-
mation it is about change. 
The change can be in form 
or outward appearance; a 
change in condition or func-
tion; a change in personali-
ty or character.  This article 
is about a unique change in 
personality and character.  
The subjects is this article 
are united by a common 
factor, they have lost some-
one.  Someone they love 
has died and now they are 
grieving.  The death leaves 
them with feelings of hurt, 
loneliness, abandonment, 
fear, anger, guilt, disap-
pointment, unworthiness 
and a myriad of other feel-
ings.  These are real feel-
ings that have replaced 
feelings like security, happi-
ness, hope, joy and of 
course love.   

Our society has had a history of dealing with the adults/(relatives) in a family 
when there is a death.  Little or no attention was paid to the children.  It was ex-
pected that the adult(s) in the family would take care of the children, explain it 
to them and make them feel alright.  A child normally got counseling if there 
were changes in behavior, acting out at school, becoming reclusive or even ag-
gressive.  In other words a child’s grief may have been attended to outside the 
family if a change in behavior or character was overtly noticed.  Maybe time 
had passed and the child just hadn’t gotten better.  Perhaps at this time the 
family doctor, school counselor or some other observant person may have sug-
gested that the child needed help – some professional help. 
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Indeed there are times that a 
child may be better attended 
too if professionals or 
paraprofessionals step in.  To 
expect the family or relatives 
to heal the child is unfair.  They 
too are grieving and going 
through things mentioned in 
the first paragraph in this arti-
cle.  Their focus may be on 
their own anxieties and they 
may be blinded to the need of 
others especially their children.  
They too are experiencing a 
change in conditions and or 
behavior.  How am I going to 

make it; do(will I have enough money); will I have to move; will I have to get a 
job; who is going to be there for me;  how will I take care of the children?  These 
are some actual factors that may challenge their thinking and disrupt their nor-
mal way of dealing with things.  They may have to assign a priority to things that 
they deal with and some times children may be further down the list. 
This doesn’t mean they are bad uncaring parents, it just suggests that they now 
have to decide what is most pressing and needs to get dealt with sooner. 
Sometimes how we have been raised and our culture determines how we deal 
with grief.  I would say that not a lot of time is spent in teaching us how to deal 
with the death of a love one, let alone our feelings.  Some adults may find that 
they are ill equipped to deal with a grieving child.  They may respond to the be-
havior and try to correct it or return it to the accepted normal.  The emotional 
side, the feelings, the thoughts, and the needs may not be recognized or dealt 
with. 
Recently it was recognized that some effort needed to be spent on grieving chil-
dren.  The children, adolescence, youth hurt and have some of the same emo-

tional needs as the grieving adult.  They also have others; they may not under-
stand the loss; they may feel abandoned; they may feel mystified because they 
haven’t experience death before; they may not understand that death is final. 
I once had a seven year old girl ask, “Father Lionel is he (her 12 year old de-
ceased brother) going to wake up?”  I could only say, “He is never going to 
wake up, he will always be asleep.” 
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Nathan Adelson Hospice has taken some innovative steps in helping children to 
deal with their grief.  During the school year three Family Grief Support Groups, 
eight week sessions, are offered.  These sessions are designed as a safe place 
for children and teens to learn about grief, share feelings, and gain support 
through participating in discussions and activities.  When a family (families) 
comes to these sessions they are separated into three groups:  children 6 years 
old to 12; teen 12 years old to 18 and adults.  Each group has two facilitators (I 
have been a volunteer facilitator with the 12 to 18s for four years) who will lead 
them in the discussion and activities.  The objective of each group is to get the 
children/adults to talk about their loss and their feelings.  The activities are valu-
able in illustrating and explaining the subjects that we cover in the groups.  
Each person is encouraged to talk, but they can pass if they don’t want to.  
From the group a person learns some useful tools that will help them in the 
days ahead. 
Nathan Adelson Hospice also offers a three day children’s (6 years old to 12) 
grief camp, Camp Mariposa.  The camp is at Mt. Potosi, some 30 miles west of 
Las Vegas going towards Pahrump. The children spend three days (Friday to 
Sunday) sleeping in cabins, void of electronics, engaging in many indoor  and 
outdoor activities (rock climbing, archery, arts and crafts, creating and putting 
on transformational skits  and the healing circle). 
The healing circle is a very important part of the camp.  Here the children have 
a safe place to discuss their feeling, listen to the stories of other children, learn 
some coping skills, engage in some relaxation exercises (to help deal with an-
ger and stress) and to know that in time they will indeed feel and be better.  For 
this the children are divided by age into three groups.  The healing circle meets 
two times a day for one to one-and-a-hour a day, once in the morning and once 
in the afternoon. 
I have enjoyed being a facilitator in the healing circle and the Family Grief Sup-
port Group for four years.  I have watched the children come to us with their 
pain and watched as this pain has been replaced by smiles.  They will leave 
these two programs, being the joke telling, mischievous, running, laughing, gig-
gling, and at times crying children well on their way to being OK. 

Of course they will continue to think about the person they have lost and at 
times feel a sadness.  However, they will have learned THE 
KEYS FOR HEALING:  how to deal with grieving; how to cope; to remember the 
loved one; to seek support; to hope (have dreams and goals) and that they ca-
pable of loving and being loved. The goal of these transformational programs 
are to just help our grieving youth be OK.  Lionel 
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Christie’s Corner 
 

 

One Sunday in June, Christie talked to us about the missing Bauer girls.  We 
haven’t heard from them for several weeks and they have moved out of their 
apartment.  On the way home, Sophia, my youngest granddaughter asked me 
about the girls and I told her everything that I knew about how they came to St. 
Matthew’s and how dedicated their Aunt Loraine had been to their Christian ed-
ucation.  Sophia soaked up everything that I told her without saying much.  The 
next day she came to me and said, “Papa, let’s go looking for the girls.”  For 
whatever reason, I turned down her offer.  After Sophia and her family had gone 
back to California, I came across the apartment manager’s name and phone 

number and called him asking about the girls.  Turns out he had just seen them 
a few days prior to my call.  Had I taken Sophia up on her offer to help, we 
probably would have found them.  I’m not sure what we would have accom-
plished because they have all our phone numbers and have decided not to con-
tact us.  Please keep them and Christie in your prayers.  Christie does so much 
for so many of us.  God grant her His peace. 
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Bishop’s Page 
 

 

ARE THEY STILL FIGHTING? -- HOW CHRISTIAN COMMUNITIES MAKE US 
WORSE 
A new priest at one of our small town churches goes to a local gathering place. 
He tells the people he is the new priest at St. Swithens. The locals ask, “Are 
they still fighting?” 
A layperson at another small town church tells a friend where she worships. The 
friend says, “I’ve been to several events there. Every time, your church mem-
bers are gossiping about people here in town. I wouldn’t want them to know 
much about me.” 
Most of the church people I know are pretty good folks. Members of faith com-
munities are statistically healthier, happier, and more likely to do civic good 
where they live. There is plenty of objective evidence that we are doing some-
thing right. So here’s what I wonder about:  Why is there also so much un-
healthy behavior in congregations: selfishness, power grabbing, cultural insen-
sitivity, undermining, manipulation, stinginess, and a whole list of moral failings? 
People who have been practicing Christian spirituality their whole long lives, 
people who love the Lord and receive the sacraments behave in ways no self-
respecting garden club would tolerate in its members. Truth be told, it shakes 
my faith – not in Christ, but in Christianity. The only proof of any religion is that it 
makes people better. I’m not sure we are doing that as well as we might. Peo-
ple outside our walls are outside our walls because they don’t like what they 
see going on inside our walls. They are not entirely wrong. 
The Epistles (and the New Testament in general) teach that Christianity is a 

group project. Our Bible is a guide to how we are to behave toward each other 

so that we can be the ongoing incarnation, the Body of Christ in the world, the 

human channels of God’s love and mercy. “They’ll know we are Christians by 

our love,” the song says. That’s what I don’t always see us doing very well. 

Again, most church folks do quite well and churches do plenty of good. But the 

good we do is eclipsed in the eyes of outsiders by all the petty badness –  
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emphasis on petty because we misbehave in big ways over embarrassingly 

small issues. So what’s up with these good people doing bad things? 

My hypothesis: a big part of the problem is good intentions badly implemented. 

Meaning well actually gets us in moral trouble. “The path to hell is paved with 

good intentions.” We start with this right principle: The Church should accept, 

befriend, and embrace people the rest of the world does not. Some churches 

understandably don’t do that. But most of us do accept the outcasts. The prob-

lem is: what then do we do with them? This is where the trouble starts. To make 

them feel welcome, we put them in charge – not always formally, but de facto. 

Dennis Maynard’s book, When Sheep Attack, is about how small minority 
groups in congregations can destroy a pastor’s ministry and run him or her right 
out of town. That isn’t all they do. Vocal minorities do all manner of mischief in 
faith communities. Maynard characterizes the small minorities as pathological. 
But the problem isn’t the pathological minorities. It’s that the congregation as a 
whole defers to them. The least healthy people in a congregation often seek to 
control it and are able to do so precisely because all the nice church folks want 
to appease them. Love means doing whatever it takes to make the crazy folks 
happy. The result: a nutocracy. Maynard prescribes pretty aggressive respons-
es, a sort of surgical removal of the malignant cells. I don’t’ think that is either 
right or effective. But his analysis of church dynamics is on the mark. 
The implicit cultural norm of churches is to not only tolerate but to appease un-

healthy behavior. Some clergy undertake to police those behaviors, but those 

clergy don’t usually survive long. The policy of appeasement always wins if the 

ordained leader is the only person trying to change the system. The worst part 

of it is that by cow towing to bad behavior in our midst, we encourage our weak-

est members to act worse. And people who might behave well in the rest of life 

learn that church is the place they can act out their worst selves because 

church is where they can get away with it. The normative behavior of a congre-

gation does not look like the Kingdom of God and the people do not function to-

gether as the Body of Christ. 
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So how might we turn this around? The first generation Christians understood 
their fellowship as a crucible of moral and spiritual transformation, a place 
where we are changed. My pastoral consultant once said to me, “Programs 
don’t change people. People change people.” True enough, but how can we or-
ganize our relationships in way that allows us to make each other better instead 
of worse? 
I have three basic suggestions for starters: 

1. Behavioral Covenants.  A tennis court needs boundary lines. We all need 

to know where they are. It doesn’t work nearly as well for an authority fig-

ure (the pastor for example) to draw the boundary lines. Then the pastor 

becomes the enforcer and will soon be driven out by a congregation that 

never owned the boundaries. We need boundary lines drawn by the com-

munity itself. Gilbert Rendle has written a helpful little book, Behavioral 

Covenants In Congregations, available from Alban Institute. Of course, 

people are imperfect. We will hit the ball out of bounds from time to time. 

Any of us will do that. But the community that has drawn the boundaries 

will recognize when the ball is out of bounds and can remind the out-of-

bounds person of the norms for discourse in the community. Examples: 

What kind of communications can be done by e-mail? What communica-

tions need to be face to face? What is it appropriate to say about some-

one who is not in the room? What kind of communications is appropriate 

for confidentiality? Which are unhealthy secrets? Having answers to those 

questions in advance can make a huge difference. I know of one congre-

gation that went from crippling civil strive to vibrant health and growth 

thanks to such a behavioral covenant. I know another that weathered a 

short failed rectorate without falling into blaming each other, again be-

cause of a sound behavioral covenant. 

2. Circles Practice. Attentive listening, intentional speaking, and mindful rela-

tionship do not come naturally, especially when we are enculturated to act 

contentiously. These practices require skill and discipline. We can teach 

people these skills in church. These are basic skills for virtuous participa-

tion in the human community. Christians ought to be good at that; so the 

Church ought to be in the business of training us.  
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There are a variety of approaches to these practices. I 
started with Industrial Areas Foundation broad-based 
community organizing where I learned one-on-one and 
small group relational meeting skills. I moved from 
there to Parker Palmer’s Circles of Trust work. The 
main book is Palmer’s A Hidden Wholeness. Training 
is offered through the Center For Courage & Renewal. 
http://www.couragerenewal.org. The clearest, most 
usual friendly book on how to do such a process may 
be The Circle Way by Baldwin and Linnea. The World 
Café is another approach to this kind of respectful dis-
course. http://www.theworldcafe.com. We can inten-
tionally create safe place situations for honest conver-
sation. We can cultivate healthy, wise habits like 
speaking from curiosity instead of judgment. These are 
processes we can use to deepen and improve relation-

ships, build character, and strengthen our communities to become what we 
were meant to be. 

 3.Alternative Models Of Decision-Making. We could combine behavioral 

covenants and circle practice to change our ways of making decisions. 

That would profoundly transform the power dynamics in congregational 

life. Today, most congregations have two decision-making processes – 

the formal visible one and the informal invisible one. Formal visible deci-

sion-making is done in public meetings with Roberts Rules. Motions are 

made and voted up or down. It is a contest with winners and losers. But 

we rarely actually make decisions that way. When we do, conflict has be-

come hotter than the system can bear for long. Usually, those formal pub-

lic meetings just document the decisions that have been made informally. 

The informal invisible process is consensus achieved by finding the low-

est common denominator. The person in the room who is hardest to paci-

fy wins by getting his or her way. A third option is to pull the informal pro-

cess into public view and talk things through in a healthy way using a cir-

cles practice like World Cafe. We can find an authentic consensus of 

those operating inside the boundaries. 

http://www.couragerenewal.org
http://www.theworldcafe.com
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These are just three starter suggestions for how a church might shift its culture. 

We can become the kind of community that people want to join because we are 

a safe place to be ourselves and explore our truths, a place that challenges us 

to change without coercing us with guilt. We can become clearer channels for 

grace. But it won’t happen without an intentional decision to undertake a pro-

cess of deep change in how we go about being Church. 
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On-Line Pastoral Care Class 
 

That we should “love our neighbors as ourselves.” 
Lay Pastoral Care in the Diocese of Nevada 

6 ninety minute sessions 
August 3, 10, 17, 24 and September 7, 14, (off Labor Day weekend) 

10:30 AM – 12 Noon 
Beginnings: Basics and “Rules of the Road” Expectations of the 

course and of lay pastoral care. 
Theology and Background Scripture, Tradition and our Anglican 

Roots. 
Nuts and Bolts, how to’s: what to do and what to expect. 

Listening, the heart of the matter. 
Grief work 

Wrap up: talk back and questions. 
Join us as we explore how to effectively minister to one another as 

disciples of Christ. 
How do I relate to my brothers and sisters in Christ who are suffering 

or in need? 
How does my presence make a difference? 

What can I do that matters in a person’s life? 
And, how do I keep my needs separate from my neighbor’s needs? 

Come with us on this journey and discover how to be a faithful mem-
ber of the body of Christ as we “love our neighbors as ourselves.” 

Click on the link, “Pastoral Care Class Registration” to get registered 

today. 
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This And That 
 

 Father’s Day, Bless Our Fathers 

 

7/7   Small packages of crackers 

7/14   Cereal 

7/21   Vegetables 

7/28  Canned Fruit  

Pantry Needs 
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Visitors 
If you see someone at church that you do not recognize, introduce yourself and ask if it is 

their first visit to St. Matthew’s.  You just might make a new friend or add a new member. 

June was a very spe-
cial time in Larry 
Wood’s life.  First, all 
four of his grand-
daughters then his 
daughter and her 
husband joined the 
family. That was the 
first day Genesis 
came to visit.  God is 
good! 
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Warden’s Words 
After reflecting 
on all that I do 
each day, I real-
ize that I find 
“odd moments” 
to pray; looking 

out the window 
while washing 
dishes or on my 
almost daily 
walk.  In no way 
do I consider 
myself 
"devout." I have 
to put myself in 
a position of 
“sitting still,” 
“quiet mind,” or 
thought-drifting 
while doing 
“mindless 

chores;” not so easy an accomplishment for non-stop motion Mari. Without fail my 
prayer will be the ritual “Hail Holy Queen” that I learned in Catholic school. It gets 
me going so that by the time I arrive at “and after this our exile show onto the 
blessed fruit” I start to put in a few thoughts of my own (ad-lib from the start is not 
my forte). Those thoughts can be anything from how thankful I am for something, 
praying for someone who is ill, asking for something or just letting it all hang out so 
I can de-stress and let go of my problems and inadequacies.  The result of prayer, 
so I’ve been told and have experienced, is not always what you think it might 
be.  Sometimes I get a happy, peaceful feeling, or nothing at all. Sometimes when 
I’ve made a request, I get more than I imagined & other times a completely differ-
ent result from out of left field. Prayer makes me examine my faults, makes me 

stop & talk to God, brings me peace, quiet, and a sense of well-being, if only for 
the duration of the prayer (but it usually lasts a little longer than that).   That mo-
ment does a lot for me, so, why not pray!  I think prayer is like the following quote: 
"True and lasting inner peace can never be found in external things.  It can only be 
found within.  And then, once we find and nurture it within ourselves, it radiates 
outward." ANONYMOUS Peace, Marianna 
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Deacon’s Dialog 

Thanks to the response to last month’s request for 

relief to Oklahoma through Episcopal Relief and 

Development we collected  $424.00!  The total 

sent to ERD  through the diocesan office was 

$1054.00.  Thank you so much for your support in 

this – we were the largest contributors.  This was a 

pretty amazing response!! Carolyn 
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Prayer List 
Alex & Candy   Healing 
Adam & his family  Healing, strength Comfort 
Barbara    Comfort, strength, peace 
Bauer family   Blessings guidance 
Charles & Cathie   Healing, comfort 
David William   Comfort, strength, peace 
Diana    Strength 
Dorothy     Strength, healing 
James    Needs employment, guidance, strength 
Jeffrey    Continued healing  
Judith    Healing, peace 
Fr. Lloyd    Healing, comfort, strength 
Margaret    Healing 
Mary K    Peace, strength 
Mary P    Healing, relief from pain, comfort 
Nina & Paul   Comfort, healing, strength 
Pat     Healing, comfort 
Peggy    Peace, faith 
Sandy & Angie   Strength 
Suzi     Healing 
Taryn     Blessings, stable health 
   Taryn’s family    Comfort 
Valerie    Comfort, strength, peace 
   Rick    Healing, strength, comfort  
 
Thanksgiving for the life of David and comfort for his family 
 
Holy Spirit Church  Guidance 
St Matthew’s Family Compassion for all  
Men & Women of Armed Services Safety 
For those who travel Blessings 
Citizens of Haiti   Recovery, comfort, strength, peace 
 
Call Carolyn Shannon at 702/454-7757 or Rose Marie Pickell at 702/736-6917  to 
advise concerns and/or thanksgiving    6/26/13 
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Warden                     Marianna Gorczyca* 

Associate Warden   Barbara Klein 

Treasurer                 Gail Doloway 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEPARTMENT COORDINATORS 

Worship:    Rev. Christie Leavitt 

                      Rev. Lionel Starkes 

                       Rev. Jorge Hernandez  

Music:          Janet Tyler 

Service:         Rev. Carolyn Shannon 

   Rev. Pamela Radke 

Postulant: Richard Smallwood 

Administrator:            Debbie Preston 

Buildings & Grounds:   Ralph Armstrong and Jack Reasoner * 

Education:                    Christie Leavitt * 

Evangelism:                   Valerie Hartlage * 

Worship:                        Carol Wolverton * 

Family Concerns:          Anna Maldonado * 

Fellowship:                    Addie Arnold * 

Stewardship:                  Gail Doloway * 

Priest Associate:            Rev. Jan Olandese 

Prayer List:                   Rose Marie Pickell & Rev. Carolyn Shannon 

The Call:               Larry Wood 

*Denotes Vestry Member 


